Holiday conversations in Instagram were up 213% this summer
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And tweets about holidays rose by 93% in the UK
There were over 30million conversations on social about holidays this year. Latest research
(http://po.st/Hols18), by social media agency immediate future, shows that people talked more than ever
on social media about their vacations, holidays and weekend breaks. It seems social is a travel
essential.
The research report, “we know what you did last summer…”, analysed social mentions of holidays,
hols and holibobs across the UK in the last 12 months using social intelligence tool Brandwatch. Not only
did the research reveal that holiday conversations are on the rise in Twitter and Instagram, but it
uncovered some unique changes about how and when consumers interact with social when it comes to
vacations.
Katy Howell, CEO at immediate future says: “Previous data showed that the majority of holiday
conversations happened in social whilst people were on holiday. It seems that this year, it’s all
change. There are more conversations prior to buying a holiday. Of course, the beach selfie and sunset
are still important, but the conversations have grown to include consideration, evaluation and purchase
phases of the buying journey”.
She continues: “This shift in conversations presents brands with two clear opportunities. Insight that
provides the intelligence to deliver better content, and the chance to influence purchase intent”.
Packed with insight and advice, the report reveals brands should no longer use one post across all social
channels. It’s clear that each channel has a differing emphasis, language and tone. Instagram is a
whole lot more chilled and laid back than Twitter where consumers come to talk, shout excitement,
happiness and stress.
When it comes to holidays, consumers like to talk about who they go with. And when they do, 66% of us
mention family and 25% talk about friends (only 3% shout about holidays with best friends). The data
shows that we don’t just share our holiday intentions and activity with friends and family, we actively
include them in the social conversation.
The report is designed to give a snapshot of trends and insights for travel brands to consider for next
year’s social activity. It will offer a window into the types of content that will drive interest, and
the interests that will drive purchase. It even delves into the differing holiday types: revealing that
cycling holiday mentions also talk more about swimming (34%), caravaners talk mostly about photos (49%),
and villa conversations nearly always mention tanning (81%).
Katy says: “To succeed, travel brands need stand-out. But that’s more than just creative executions.
Personalised content is essential. Brands need to understand, in detail, the way in which customers buy,
and the impact that social has at every stage of the buying journey”.
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The report can be downloaded for free at http://po.st/Hols18 (http://po.st/Hols18)
-ends-

Want juicy insights, news and more info
Give Katy Howell a call on 020 8547 1830 or katy.howell@immediatefuture.co.uk – oh! And of course, on
Twitter @katyhowell
Who the bloomin’ hell are we?
With 14 years’ doing the social media marketing thing, we know our LinkedIn from our Pinterest! We’re
the peeps that define social marketing! We’re loved by the press (yes really), appear on TV and radio
news as ‘experts’ (BBC, Reuters etc) and speak at a shed load of events. Why because we work with big
brands, know our stuff and love to share knowledge with everyone. Just look @IFTweeter!
And yes, we are award-winning, respected, leading…. Yada yada yada
Nitty gritty: The clients that love to work with us
Google EMEA, BRITA, HSBC NOW, lastminute.com, Marston’s Plc, Interflora, Fujitsu, BBC, Diageo Global,
Sony Music, Ubisoft, Selfridges, Indesit, Post Office, Hotpoint, JD Williams, General Medical Council
(GMC), HoMedics, Festo, IBM Tealeaf, HSBC, BT, Royal Collection Trust, ASOS, Mirror Group, NSPCC, EMI,
AVG, Thomson Reuters, Baileys, Motorola Solutions, Orange Business, Silverpop, Sony Europe, Staples
Europe, EC Harris, Ideal Shopping Direct, Basware. And bloody loads more, but we don’t want to bore
you
Still haven’t had enough of us? Take a look at:
www.immediatefuture.co.uk
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